
Notes of Encouragement for Teachers

Share positivity this school year
Once completed, pack a set of 10 notes in a Ziploc bag labeled “Teacher” and mail them or drop 
them off at Classroom Central.

• We encourage you to decorate the notes, but please make sure each note is neat and readable.

• We suggest using 3 x 5 index cards for the notes and markers for decorating.

• Please refrain from using any religious verses or sayings as we serve a group of diverse students 
and teachers with many different beliefs.

• Keep the note light and encouraging!

Get inspired with these examples:
How you care and love your students rocks!

Your encouragement may be the only words of life your student is receiving.

It’s okay if you heated up your coffee a gazillion times today.

Real learning goes beyond the textbook, thank you for your creativity.

You pick the best books for Silent Sustained Reading —you go!

Your ability to teach goes beyond any standardized teacher rating scale.

That outfit that you threw on so quickly, it’s fabulous.

The way you closed your learning objectives —amazing!

Laughing aloud in the teaching lounge is mandatory.

The principal thinks you’re awesome—and so do I!

No one has more passion for content than you do.

Your patience with students is golden.

Optimism and hope oozes from your soul!

Who has better handwriting than you?

Keep smiling, it’s contagious.

Tenacity is your middle name.

Tag Us!



Notes of Encouragement for Students

Share positivity this school year
Once completed, pack a set of 10 notes in a Ziploc bag labeled “Students” and mail them or drop 
them off at Classroom Central.

• We encourage you to decorate the notes, but please make sure each note is neat and readable.

• We suggest using 3 x 5 index cards for the notes and markers for decorating.

• Please refrain from using any religious verses or sayings as we serve a group of diverse students 
and teachers with many different beliefs.

• Keep the note light and encouraging! Let the student know that with hard work, anything  
is possible!

Get inspired with these examples:
Thank you for putting that smile on your face today.

You are smart, fun, and bound for greatness!

I am so proud of you!

You are an EXCEPTIONAL student!

Believe in yourself.

Confidence looks good on you.

You are perfect just the way you are.

Your bravery and courage ROARS!

You are a SNAPPY problem solver!

You are changing the world.

Success comes when you work hard.

Mistakes help you learn and grow.

You’ve got this!

What a superstar you are.

Nothing can stop you now.

You are a creative thinker.

Tag Us!


